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As Uzunkaya Dikimevi, we have been designing and producing textile products for the needs of the Turkish Armed Forces, General 
Directorate of Security and weapon manufacturers since 2018.
Working in the defense industry, we are aware of the quality standards required. We have been working hard not to compromise the 
military standards at each stage of our projects.
As Uzunkaya Dikimevi, we know the value of R&D and we stand by open-minded people with a project in the field of defense indus-
try. We are here for all kinds of sewing and design needs in the textile field. If you have a project we can help you with, you can consult 
the R&D section for detailed information.

OUR SERVICES:

R&D:
As Uzunkaya Dikimevi, we believe that good is the enemy of perfect, therefore we are ready to offer our opportunities to support 
those who are not satisfied with the good and seek perfection.
We value the projects in this field in order to create original products or further improve the products we produce. If you have a 
project for the defense industry and you need help in the field of textile, we are here to help you.
We do not charge any fees for the work we do for you to support R&D projects.
If you want to take part in product innovation but do not know where to start, we can help you. You can be involved in one of our R&D 
projects.You can reach us via email or pay a visit to our workshop and have a cup of tea. We welcome the people who design, produce 
or seek to further their knowledge.

DESIGN
Your needs are determined by interviews. The yarn and weaving are specified to meet these needs. If the 
specified fabric is not available in the market, meetings are held with our solution partners for the 
production of the proper fabric. The technical characteristics of the desired product are determined, the 
patterns are drawn and the steps required for production are reviewed.

SAMPLE PRODUCTION
After determining the necessary characteristics during the design phase, the fabric suitable for the 
sample is cut with the patterns drawn and sewn by a suitable machine for the job. At this stage, the 
production path to be followed in the case of mass production becomes clear. The prototype is presented 
to you and it is tested according to your needs when needed. The material and labor costs of the produc-
tion will be calculated. Domestic and international market research is conducted for similar products. the 
quotation is provided at this stage.

MASS PRODUCTION
Mass production is started upon your approval of the prepared sample. A production line is established in 
the workshop. The products are subjected to quality control at certain stages during production. After the 
final quality control of the finished products, the products are packaged and delivered to you.



CONTENTS
BAGS

Gun Cleaning Kit Bag
Foldable Gun Care Kit Bag (With Guide Pocket)

Grenade Launcher Cleaning Kit Bag
Material Carrying Bag

Foldable Gun Care Kit Bag
Tool Bag

RIFLE SLINGS
Padded Rifle Sling
Tactical Rifle Sling

Supported Rifle Sling

MILITARY CLOTHING
Military Pullover

CASES
Pistol Mag Pouch

Rifle Mag Pouch
Rod Pouch

MACHINE GUN ACCESSORIES
50 Round Ammunition Container

Cartridge Collector
200 Round Ammunition Container
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Designed to carry the materials used in the cleaning of the 
MPT (National Infantry Rifle). It is suitable for the military 
standards and harsh usage conditions. The product is used by 
the Turkish Armed Forces. The bag has two parts that provide 
ease of use and further organization.  This model provides 
lateral support to prevent the contents from being crushed 
during transportation. There is a clip on the back which allows 
the bag to be attached to a bandoleer and be carried. Snaps 
and velcro have been added to prevent the bag from opening 
during the user's movement. Made of CorduraD550 fabric.

Suitable for the military standards and harsh usage conditions. 
The bag has two parts that provide ease of use and further 
organization. This model provides lateral support to prevent 
the contents from being crushed during transportation.  
Snaps and velcro have been added to prevent the bag from 
opening during the user's movement.

With Bandoleer Clip Standart

BAGS
Gun Cleaning Kit Bag 

STOCK CODE: CTS-01 STOCK CODE: CTS-02
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Designed for the field, this product has a compact design allowing it 
to be folded and locked with straps while being transported. 
Hydrophobic coating has been used to provide additional resistance 
to water.  Fabric used in this bag is resistant to wear.  Bactericidal 
(bacteria killing) coating is used, taking the operators’ health into 
consideration.

Foldable Gun Care Kit Bag
With Guide Pocket

STOCK CODE: CBK-01
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Designed to preserve large brushes used in grenade launch-
ers. There are cords on the sides to protect the bag against 
deformation. It is suitable for the military standards and harsh 
usage conditions. Waterproof option is available.

This is a simple type prepared for conveying various materials. 
Due to the simplicity of the product, it is more affordable than 
the other options.

Grenade Launcher
Cleaning Kit Bag Material Carrying Bag

Small

STOCK CODE: CTS-03 STOCK CODE: CMT-01



7STOCK CODE: CBK-02 STOCK CODE: CT-01

Designed for the field this product has a compact design that 
can be folded and locked with straps while being transported. 
Hydrophobic coating has been used to provide additional 
resistance to water.  Fabric used in this bag is resistant to wear. 

Designed to carry various materials. There is a compartment 
for the user manual on the back. It is designed and sewn to be 
resistant to water and last long against abrasion. It is made of 
Cordura1050 fabric.

Foldable
Gun Care Kit Bag Tool Bag



It is designed for comfortable carry. The belt is woven in such a 
way that it can withstand high forces so that it can be used for 
other works (such as fixing or hanging a certain load) when 
needed. In order to provide comfort to the user, a pad is used 
in the part where the body is loaded. The pad used is in 
honeycomb design and distributes the load on it evenly and 
breathes. In order to provide high strength to the junction part 
of the pad and the belt, double envelope type sewings are 
applied.

Padded Rifle Sling

RIFLE SLINGS

STOCK CODE: KP-02



The product has QD (Quick-Detach) or hook type mounting options.
(If necessary, different ends are designed according to the weapon.)
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The belt is woven in such a way that it can withstand high 
forces so that it can be used for other works (such as fixing or 
hanging a certain load) when needed.

It is designed for comfortable carry. It makes an economical 
option compared to the KP-02 model. Adjustable shoulder 
support on the strap provides comfort to the user.

Tactical Rifle Sling Supported Rifle Sling

STOCK CODE: KD-01 STOCK CODE: KP-01

The product has QD (Quick-Detach) or hook type mounting options.
(If necessary, different ends are designed according to the weapon.)



Designed for the field. Ripstop gabardine fabric,
cotton/polyester blend fabric, antibacterial fabric,
nano-fabric can be used.

Military Pullover
MILITARY CLOTHING

STOCK CODE: GU-01
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Prepared for carrying pistol magazines. Can be attached to 
assault vests, mission belts and bandoliers.

Suitable for carrying 12.7 mm sniper rifle magazines. Can be 
attached to the assault vest and bandolier.

Pistol Mag Pouch Rifle Mag Pouch

CASES

STOCK CODE: KTS-01 STOCK CODE: KSS-01
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Made for carrying 12.7 mm and 40 mm weapon rods. The 
fabric is covered with a hydrophobic coating to protect the 
contents against moisture.

Made for carrying 12.7 mm and 40 mm weapon rods.
Waterproof PVC fabric is used.

Rod Pouch Rod Pouch (PVC)

ROD POUCH

STOCK CODE: KH-01 STOCK CODE: KH-02
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Prepared to feed the ammunition belt to the machine gun. 
The upper part is designed to further reduce feeding 
malfunctions. The bottom is zippered for easy refilling. In order 
not to create additional weight on the gun, fabric is prefered 
instead of plastic. Sides are strengthened with special plates 
placed in the fabric.

It is designed to collect discharged cartridges. The upper part 
is made of top quality plastic. The fabric is fireproof and heat 
resistant so that recently discharged cartridges, being hot, do 
not damage the product. By using the zipper at the bottom, 
the pouch can be emptied with ease. 

50 Round
Ammunition Container Cartridge Collector

MACHINE GUN ACCESSORIES

STOCK CODE: MK-01 STOCK CODE: MKT-01



Specially designed for unmanned aerial vehicles while giving 
importance to weight reduction and feeding stability. The 
upper part is designed to further reduce feeding malfunctions. 
The bottom is zippered for easy refilling. In order not to create 
additional weight on the gun, fabric is prefered instead of 
plastic. Side strength is increased with special plates placed in 
the fabric. 

200 Round
Ammunition Container

STOCK CODE: MK-02




